BACKGROUND PVC MATTE “LEAVES AND LEAVES” WALLPAPER from Cottons & Satins, price on request
MATTE FINISH “PACIFIC COAST” by Dulux from Taneja Paints & Hardware, ₹460 per ltr
FOREGROUND, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT ARCYLIC ON CANVAS “SACCHARINE UNICORN” ARTWORK by Gabriele Sermuksnyte from Great banyan Art, price on request
WOODEN “PHOTO FRAME” IN BLACK MATTE FINISH AND ANTIQUE GOLD POLISH from Beyond Design, price on request
METAL HERRINGBONE “NEO” PICTURE FRAME from OMA, ₹895 MILD STEEL “TRAY” IN BLACK MATTE FINISH AND GOLD POLISH from Beyond Design, price on request
HARDBOUND “BULGARI: THE JOY OF GEMS” COFFEE TABLE BOOK from OMA, ₹19,995
BRASS “AMUSE CROCO” TABLE ACCESSORY from INV Home, ₹1,50,000 WOODEN COATED WITH GREEN POLISH “PARAKEET” FIREPLACE from Nivasa, ₹88,000
EARTHENWARE DECO FIGURINE “EAGLE” GREEN from FCML, ₹4,773
METAL “LINEA GOLD” PLANTER from Address Home, ₹6,590
ARTIFICIAL FOAM FLOWERS from Fennel, ₹650 onwards and ARTIFICIAL “BOUGANVILLA” FLOWERS from INV Home, ₹1,600
WAX “MOGRA” CANDLE from Apartment 9, ₹135
For details, see Address Book
BOLD & BEAUTIFUL

Go all out and embrace the bohemian vibe with a jamboree of colours, an interplay of prints and alluring accents. That’s what maximalism is all about.

TREND AND STYLE DIRECTION BY SONIA DUTT PRODUCED BY PRATEEKSHA KACKAR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY S THIRU ASSISTED BY CHAVI SOOD
Envisioned by Tony Duquette, the drawing room at Dawnridge in Beverly Hills is a museum in a house. The room is furnished with 17th and 18th Century antiques. Upholstered pieces were designed by Duquette along with the famous black lacquered desk he created for Elist De Wolfe in 1941, the carpet is an antique Axminster and the chandelier is designed by Duquette using venetian glass flowers custom blown to resemble pillement lillies. The lambrequins on the windows are made of fabric dipped in plaster and then painted with 18th Century Italian carved angel wings and silver urns from Spain.

Photography by Tim Street-Porter
BOLD & BEAUTIFUL

Let your table do the talking – patterned crockery, statement table linen and bright accessories for a dramatic setting

TREND AND STYLE DIRECTION BY SONIA DUTT
PRODUCED BY PRATEEKSHA KACKAR
ASSISTED BY CHAVI SOOD

BACKGROUND, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
CANVAS “BLACK & WHITE FISH” FABRIC
from HMSA Designs, ₹3,500 per mtr
CANVAS “VICTORIAN” MUSTARD FABRIC
from HMSA Designs, ₹3,500 per mtr
TEAL PLAIN NAPKIN from Sarita Handa,
₹5,100 set of 8
WHITE CROSS COTTON
“VINTAGE GRILL” from Cottons & Satins,
₹785 per mtr
COTTON SLUB “RAINDROP” YELLOW PLACEMAT
from Nicobar, ₹950 set of 2
COTTON MODERN “GREEN LEAF” PATTERN PLACEMAT
from NUR, ₹490

FOREGROUND, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
CERAMIC SOLID LAVENDER DINNER PLATE
from INV Home, ₹1,200
GLASS “NEELAYA” PLATE
from Goodearth, ₹3,500 set of 4
FINE BONE CHINA “ROSEBAGH” CHARGER PLATE
from Goodearth, ₹4,800
PORCELAIN “LENA LIBERTY” SUGAR POT
from OMA, ₹2,995
ARTIFICIAL “BOUGANVILLEA” FLOWERS
from INV Home, ₹1,600
STONEWARE “NANCOWRY” TEAPOT
from Nicobar, ₹1,450 set of 4
CERAMIC “PAVONE” SOUP PLATE
by La double J from Beyond Design,
price on request set of 2
CERAMIC “PAVONE” DINNER PLATE
by La double J from Beyond Design,
price on request set of 2
STAINLESS STEEL WITH DIGITAL PRINT WOODEN HANDLE
“GREEN VINES” SPOON AND FORK
from Chumbak, ₹1,295 set of 4
GLASS WITH GOLDEN RIM “ROJA JEWEL”
from OMA, ₹4,780 set of 4

For details, see Address Book.
BOLD & BEAUTIFUL

Be feisty – let accessories with vivid patterns, spunky hues and dynamic silhouettes set the tone for an unconventional home

TREND AND STYLE DIRECTION BY SONIA DUTT
PRODUCED BY CHAVI SOOD

CLOCKWISE, FROM LEFT EPOXY CLAY WITH RESIN INDIGO “CHANDELIER II” by Adam Wallacavage from Paradigm Studio, price of request 100 PER CENT NATURAL WOOL “GARDEN OF EDEN” RUG by India Mahdavi for Golran, price of request WOODEN BASE WITH LEATHER STRIPES “BLUE CODE” DECORATIVE TRUNK from Portside Café, ₹10,500 CRYSTAL WITH GLASS “ORLANDO” TABLE by Julie Hugau & Andrea Larsson for Reflections Copenhagen, price on request CANVAS “PISCASAN” YELLOW TRIANGLE POUCH from Playclan, ₹895 METAL WITH POLYESTER ON WOOD “SNAKES” ARMCHAIR by Toilet Paper for Seletti, price on request METALLIC ABS “BOURGIE” LAMP by Ferruccio Laviani for Kartell from IOTA Furniture, price on request COTTON MULTICOLOUR CUSHION from INV Home, ₹2,600 For details, see Address Book